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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the challenges you face as a researcher?Guesses:Time and competing prioritiesPublishCredit for my workGrant applicationsReportMaintain competitive edge



“ R esear ch er s w an t  t o  be r ead , 
a c k n o w l e d g e d ,  a n d  q u o t e d . ”

“ Res ea r ch er s  w a n t  t o  
s p en d  t h ei r  t i m e o n  

r es ea r ch , n o t  r ep o r t i n g ”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are a researcher, you probably relate to Sofia here quite well.How do you associate all of your research products with yourself?



Names are not enough to ensure 
credit for your work.
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ORCID = Open Researcher and Contributor IDORCID provides an identifier for individuals to use with their name as they engage in research, scholarship, and innovation activities. We provide open tools that enable transparent and trustworthy connections between researchers, their contributions, and affiliations. We provide this service to help people find information and to simplify reporting and analysis.ORCID is a not-for-profit organization, sustained by fees from our member organizations. Our work is open, transparent, and non-proprietary. We are guided by the principles of privacy and researcher control, and the vision of identifier-enabled research information infrastructure. We make decisions collaboratively, involving our staff, Board, those who support our mission, and the researchers and community that are the purpose of our work.https://orcid.org/content/about-orcid 

https://orcid.org/
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What is ORCID? https://vimeo.com/97150912 

https://vimeo.com/97150912
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http://libguides.ucd.ie/orcid/orcid_implemetation Several major publishers have already implemented ORCID at manuscript submission stage, whereby authors are often now required or able to provide their ORCID identifier. For a publisher this has a number of advantages:Identifying authorsEmbedding ORCID supports timely and complete attribution by automating the contributor-research linkage.Simplifying manuscript submissionsSystem-to-system authentication provides the option to create a “trusted relationship” with a publisher, share information to speed the manuscript submission process, and automatically update their record with metadata on accepted manuscripts.Improving author searchORCID clearly links authors, and all their name variants, with their research works, improving the quality of author search results. Publishers already using ORCID include: Copernicus, Elsevier, Hindawi, Karger, Nature Publishing Group, Oxford University Press, PNAS, Springer, Taylor & Francis, Wiley-Blackwell, and Wolters Kluwer HealthFunders can integrate ORCID identifiers into their research workflows, such as grant application processes and grant progress reporting protocols.Combined with efforts by research organisations and publishers, embedding ORCID identifiers in critical funding workflows will make it possible to link a researcher’s contribution across their career.Greater precision and transparency of funded research and associated outputs can improve information on global research and development resource flows, vital for funding agency gap analysis and strategy.Funding agencies that have implemented ORCID (or planning to) are:National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Informatics, U.S. Department of Energy, Wellcome Trust
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ORCID use with employers (research organizations):http://members.orcid.org/cc-research-organizations http://members.orcid.org/research-organizationsORCID can help research organizations and professional associations to accurately and easily identify and connect researchers, scholars, and innovators with their professional activities and affiliations, by embedding iDs in your systems, such as personnel and membership databases, identity management systems, institutional repositories, and research information systems.Importantly, by using ORCID in your system(s), you can play your part in building a trusted research infrastructure by asserting the connection between researchers and scholars and their affiliation with your organization:Collecting validated ORCID iDs for your employees, members, affiliates, and students to ensure associations with the preferred name (and organization identifier) of your institution and to enable cross-system tracking and analysisDisplaying iDs to signal to your employees and affiliates that your information systems are plumbed to support their use of ORCIDConnecting information about their affiliation – and, if applicable, contributions – to your researchers' ORCID records, making it easy for them to share this trusted information with other systems and profiles they useSynchronizing information between ORCID records and your systems to improve reporting accuracy and speed

http://members.orcid.org/research-organizations
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ORCID use with publishers:http://members.orcid.org/cc-publishershttp://members.orcid.org/publishersHow can you reliably connect individuals with their contributions across multiple systems and platforms? How can you make the publishing process easier for your authors, editors, and reviewers? ORCID can help you address these and other challenges. Embedding ORCID iDs in your workflows can help publishers and associations streamline your processes, improve the management of CRM and other people databases, and improve discoverability.Importantly, you can play your part in building a trusted research information infrastructure by asserting the connection between individuals and their professional contributions by:Collecting validated ORCID iDs for individuals to ensure that they are correctly connected with their contributions, such as dissertations, publications, artworks, performances, or review activitiesDisplaying iDs in your data systems to signal to authors and contributors the value of using ORCID iDsConnecting these ORCID-workID assertions to authors’ ORCID records, making it easy for researchers to share this trusted information with other systems and profilesSynchronizing with your own systems to save your users time and improve information flow with other systems

http://members.orcid.org/publishers
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ORCID use with funders:http://members.orcid.org/cc-funders http://members.orcid.org/fundersResearch funders, including professional and scholarly associations, can integrate ORCID into existing application and review systems to collect authenticated ORCID iDs and to gain permission to read from/write to your applicants’ and reviewers’ ORCID records (either immediately, or in the future). The iDs can then be used in your local systems to uniquely identify individuals; you may also request permissions from these individuals to use their ORCID record information, such as name, education, current affiliation, and contributions to populate their profiles in your systems.Understanding the impact of your funding programs is vital to your strategy, program design, and mission alignment. By embedding ORCID iDs in your funding workflows, you can reliably connect your grantees and funding programs -- and save everyone time and reduce errors caused by manual keying of information. Using ORCID in your system(s), you can play your part in building a trusted research information infrastructure by asserting connections between individuals and the grants you award them, by:Collecting validated ORCID iDs for grantees at the time of grant application or award to create trusted connectionsDisplaying iDs in your data systems to signal to grantees the value of using ORCID iDsConnecting these ORCID-grantID-funderID assertions to grantee ORCID records, making it easy for researchers to share this trusted information with other systems and profilesSynchronizing information to and from your systems and ORCID to improve the post-award reporting experience and support better analysis and evaluationNIH have incorporated ORCID into SciENcvDOE are integrating ORCID into e-LinkFDA use ORCID in their VIVO instanceDOT requires ORCID for its researchers.

http://members.orcid.org/funders


Benefits of using ORCID

● Eliminate name ambiguities:
○ By registering and using an ORCID ID you can easily distinguish yourself and 

assure that your work is attributed only to yourself.
● Save time:

○ An ORCID ID can reduce repetitive data entry. As ORCID is becoming 
increasingly implemented into other systems, the reuse of profile or publication 
data is being facilitated more easily.

● Create a comprehensive list of research outputs and activities:
○ You can add all of your publications, works and activities to your ORCID profile to 

create a comprehensive listing in one place, including outputs like datasets, 
grants, peer review activities and more.

● Improve discoverability:
○ You uniquely associate your identity to various research outputs, making them 

more discoverable wherever you use your ORCID.
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http://libguides.ucd.ie/orcid/orcid_benefits



3 Easy Steps

https://orcid.org/


ORCID Examples

https://www.lib.uci.edu/dss/who-we-are


Create ORCID
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Demo ORCID creation using one volunteer from the audienceUCI does not have an institutional account with ORCID.

https://orcid.org/signin


ORCID: Useful Resources

● https://support.orcid.org/knowledgebase (ORCID knowledge base)

● https://orcid.org/faq-page (ORCID FAQ)

● http://members.orcid.org/resources (resources for members)

● Follow on Twitter @ORCID_Org
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https://support.orcid.org/knowledgebase
https://orcid.org/faq-page
http://members.orcid.org/resources
https://twitter.com/ORCID_Org
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Use Q & A tool - click Present > Q & A
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